Aurora is
Your Special Needs
Solution for Windows
Windows XP

Windows 2000

Windows 9x/Me

Affordable, Effective Assistance for Learning Disabilities and Dyslexia
Advanced Word Prediction
Universal Talking Word Processor
Simple Screenreader
Talking Spell Checker
Homonyms Assistance
Automatic Spelling Corrections
Phonetic Spelling Help
Realvoice Speech Synthesis

What Our Customers Say...
"I recently purchased Aurora 3.0 for my daughter. When I went down to
install the software for her, I found her sitting at the computer using
Aurora's word prediction to compose email using whole words rather
than abbreviations. She had installed it herself and she had a smile from
ear to ear. Thank you so much."
"I have owned my copy of Aurora for Windows for about a year now. It
is hard for me to say what a great experience using your product has
been for me. I had tried a few other products but I found all of them far
less accurate than the Aurora system. Thank-you very much for all the
work you have done. I wish you continued success. “

And so much more!

Get Free Demo Software at http://www.aurora-systems.com

Toll Free (888)290-1133 Tel/Fax (604)291-6310 email: service@aurora-systems.com
Box 43005, Burnaby, B.C., V5G-3H0, Canada

Help for Learning Disabilities
Word Prediction Helps Your Writing
Aurora Prediction improves your spelling with its huge vocabulary of correctly spelled words.
As you type, Aurora constantly tries to guess what you are typing. If you typed "spel" you could
type the number "5" and it would complete the word "spelling" for you. If you are a fast typist,
you could use the visual cueing to finish the word yourself, assured you are spelling it right.
Grammatical rules improve the prediction suggestions, and aid in sentence construction.

Phonetic Spelling - Spell Like You Hear
For the most creative spellers, our phonetic spelling feature can often offer the correct word in
the prediction window even when you've spelled it wrong, so if you typed "ensyclopedia", you
would eventually be offered "encyclopedia" in the prediction window. These words are blue so
you can instantly distinguish them from correctly spelled words.

Spelling Autocorrection
Spelling autocorrection fixes common spelling mistakes and typos automatically as you type
them, you can even add your own. So if you typed "teh" it would automatically be changed to
"the" when you hit the space bar. Red arrows in the Prediction window indicate an automatic
spelling correction. While many new word processors already do this, Aurora has hundreds
of corrections based on the most commonly misspelled words in the English language. If you log your spelling errors,
they can be automatically turned into automatic spelling corrections so you never have to correct them manually again.

Talking Spellchecker

If you type a word like "werkd" that Aurora doesn't recognize, it can either
mark the word with [brackets] to check later, or open a spellcheck
window to allow you to fix it right then. If you see the correct word in the
list of suggestions right away, you can double click on it to correct your
mistake. If you don't see the word, you can click for More Suggestions.
The suggestions list is tailored to your spelling skill level, unlike other
spell checkers. For more creative spellers, the suggestions list will search
far and wide to find the word you most likely meant to type, searching for
words with transposed letters, similar sounding letters, similar looking
letters, and even completely different spellings that sound the same as what
you have typed. You can have any of the words in the suggestions list
read to you.

Word Selection Help and Homophones
If you have trouble selecting the right word, Aurora can display
definitions and usage examples for many of the words in the
prediction vocabulary. If you like, Aurora can read the words
aloud for you. If you type a homophone (words that sound the
same but are spelled differently and mean different things) Aurora
will beep to let you know. The more than 2,100 homophones in our dictionaries are color cued green and show their
homophones to help you pick the right word.

Make Any Word Processor Talk
Aurora Echo’s Toolbar provides verbal feedback as you type. It can echo letters, words, sentences and paragraphs as
you type, as well as read back sections of text from any word processor document or icons and menus from the screen.
Aurora Echo makes any Windows word processor a talking word processor. Since you hear what you have typed, you
can be sure that what you typed is what you meant. It can also read email and web pages. Echo is also great for
helping you check your documents.
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Speech Output Included
Aurora for Windows supports many speech synthesizers including
Microsoft SAPI and the included Aurora RealVoice. Aurora includes an
easy to use pronunciation correction system to make sure that your
synthesizer always pronounces words correctly.

Tour Aurora for Windows at http://www.aurora-systems.com/tour.html
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